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Our New Website

Kvalificerad bearbetning
med starka referenser

Proven
Professionality
DIBO investerar i nya maskiner från DMG MORI SEIKI

To ensure high quality, we have
SS-EN ISO 14001:2015, since 2003
DMU
40
EVO,
DMU
65,
DMU
85
med
palettsystem från 3R System
continuous quality assurance in a
DIBO is certified according to
proprietary quality system throughout SS-EN ISO 9001:2015, since 2003
the manufacturing process as well
as our own measurement department. Our environmental awareness is
high and we work according to the
DIBO is certified accordingto
authorities’ environmental laws and
AS9100D, since 2018 and
regulations.

Our Newest Equipment
The newest addition to our machinery is a DMU 85 and a INTEGREX I-200 that
allow us to not just keep our current high standard and production capacity but to
raise them.
In July this year we got our AS9100D
certificate as the third company in Sweden
as a proof on high production tolerances.
As a step to increase the production
standard we now have the hole production
facility tempered with a 2 degree difference,
this helps to increase the tolerance by 20%
and is a huge benefit to the reproducibility.

www.dibo.se

We have launched our new website
”www.dibo.se” that will help us to
communicate with our current and new
clients better. We are constantly updating
it with our production capacity and new
production features.
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INTEGREX I-200
Is a advanced multitasking
machine that brings
maximum versatility, high
precision and throughput
to complex part processing
applications. It combines
the abilities of a highpowered turning center and full-function machining center
to produce medium and largesized workpieces in single setups.
• Powerful turning and milling spindles for
high productivity
• Stable, high accuracy B-axis positioning
• 36-tool magazine for continuous part processing
• Simultaneous 5-axis machining

When Quality and Function Create Results

At DIBO Production Partner we often
take part early in the planning process
together with our customers.
We contribute with our technical
knowledge, material knowledge and the
production processes in order to achieve
a smoother and more cost effective

production. In the project collaboration,
each customer’s special needs are at
the focus of things. Our experience
in the process industry enables us to
take on new challenges and streamline
processes where time and quality are
important factors.

From a small piece to the complete article.

Expertly Manufactured
We manufacture and assemble complete units.
We take care of the production of the components
and make sure that every piece fits with each other
and also does the final assembly before shipping the
finished product to the customer.

It’s a buyer’s dream, when everything comes
from the same supplier.

Meticulousness and Confidence
The components we manufacture
are often used in advanced process
technical industries and other
products that are related to the life
and health of human beings. That is
why meticulousness and precision is
vital throughout the entire production

process. A large part of our success
is due to our committed employees.
Professional skill and a lot of experience
enables us to make the most out of our
machines. Our customers feel secure
in the knowledge that we deliver top
quality products on time.

This Machine is Incredible

A flexible machine is one way to make production more profitable.

DIBO Production Partner
continues to invest in order
to keep the production
equipment at the highest
possible technology level.
We carefully follow the
development of new machines
and make sure that we have the
best the market has to offer.
Brands such as Deckel Maho,
Mazak and CE-Johansson
usually speak for themselves.
DIBO has a state of the art
machinery with around 15 CNC
machines, which are for 5-axis
processing. In order to guarantee
high quality we perform
continuous quality inspections
in a quality system that we have
developed ourselves, throughout
the entire manufacturing process
as well as through our own
measurement department.

When technology is the
controlling factor it creates higher
manufacturing requirements.
DIBO has cutting edge
technology thanks to the extreme
precision of the machines and
our employees competence. A
major part of our success is due
to committed employees. Their
professional skill and years of
experience helps us make the
most out of the machines.

Investment Strategy
Having a clear plan for each
investment is important.
“First of all, we look at what we
need the machine to do. How
are we doing it today and what
can we make more profitable?
We need to look at what we
have and how we can make
production more profitable and
more efficient.

”A flexible machine is one way to
make production more profitable.
A machine that is faster to rig,
to have a multi-pallet system,
where you can rig outside the
machine, work with multiple
products at the same time,
where you can make prototypes
without disturbing production
and without rigging the machine
again.
“We have chosen DMG MORI
as our current supplier, where
we have 6- to 15 pallet system
with robot control. This allows
us to make prototypes and series
from a few pieces up to several
hundred or even thousands
without having to re-rig the
machine. This allows us greater
capacity to keep production fluid.
“When we analyze our machine
production, we look at a staffing
factor that allows an operator to
staff two to three machines. Each

machine actually has a 33 percent
crew factor. “The machines are
complemented by highly skilled
operators who manages and riggs
the machines independently
and production engineers in the
office that pump out programs so
that there are always ready-made
programs waiting for production.
“The crew is always more
expensive than the machine and
it is important to find the right
mix of the right staff in the right
places and with the right machines.
With that strategy, the result
does not let us linger. Last
years sales increased by over
30 percent and the order
situation is still high at the
moment.

CUTTING EDGE TECHNIQUE WITHIN
ADVANCED CUTTING PROCESSES
World class production
DIBO is a fine mechanics company that manufactures complicated details in metal materials such as
aluminum, brass, steel and titan, as well as plastic materials. The manufacturing is focused on small
and medium sized series and is produced with the market’s most advanced production equipment.
Our customers are everything from world-leading companies to high-tech smaller company. 		
DIBO is located in Katrineholm, just south of Stockholm, and was founded in 1978. We have been a
part of the IRVATOR group since 1999 as a part of the business unit Precision Technology.

Policy
DIBO has a basic requirement that our customers are satisfied, which
creates for good profitability, which in turn provides us with stability
and development resources.
DIBO’s operations shall strive towards keeping the strain on our
external and internal environment to a minimum, as well as work
towards maintaining a sustainable development.
DIBO shall based on current laws as a minimum requirement and
company policy work on constant improvement from a quality and
environment point of view, in order to take care of our customers as
well as the environment. We should also choose suppliers that live up
to our own goals.
DIBO shall maintain a quality and environmental management system that is designed to meet the requirements of AS9100D, SS-EN ISO
9001:2008 and SS-EN ISO 14001:2004. All staff in the company shall
take part in the quality and environmental work and work to achieve
the set goals.
DIBO shall offer all its employees the opportunity to develop through
goal-oriented personal development talks and the chance to participate in internal and external courses.
Plant manager / Sales manager
DIBO Production Partners AB, Katrineholm
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DIBO offers

We take on small and big projects, prototypes or full
scale production and offer the following services:
•
•
•
•

Product management
CE labeling
Material information
Measuring services

•
•
•
•

Tool production
Manual processing
Production
Assembly

• Heat treatment
• Labelling, cleaning,
polishing

Your Production Partner
Ljungvägen 3, 641 39 Katrineholm, Sweden

+46(0)150-774 90
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